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THREE FACES OF THE FUTURE 

Jean Goodwin 

Why should I take the future into account? 
I mean not my future (to paraphrase the 
holiday ghost) but the "long future" (Ben-
ford, 1999, p. 27}: put concretely, the future 
after I'm dead. Ihave interests right now and 
in my future that I want to see to, I have cares 
to attend to, ·obligations to meet When I 
deliberate about what to do, I ought as a 
matter of course to consider all these things. 
They--are all, we might say, visible from 
where I stand. But there are horizons to my 
vision, including a temporal horizon; things 
beyond it are beyond my ken. So why shorild 
I take the long future into account? 

This question currently vexes two groups 
·_in particular: the philosophers and the 

advo_cates. On the philosophical side, the 
works of John Rawls {1971) and Derek Parfit 
(1984) have opened a debate about how to 
justify an obligation to future generations. 
The problem becomes most apparent when 
we consider:. the puzzles that arise as different 
theories about how we ought-to deliberate try 
to deal-with the long future. Utilitarianism, 

for example, says we ought to prefer a plan 
that produces the greatest good for the 
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greatest number. Does that number include 
future people? If so, we ought to bring about 
a densely populated world, where the sheer 
quantity of people would still lead to a 
greater sum of well-being, though the quality 
of individual-lives was. quite marginal; but 
that is counterintuitive (Parfit, chap. 17; see 
also Rawls, pp. 286-7). An alternate,. more 
Kantian, theory tells us that we should adopt 
such principles of justice as impartial negotia-
tors would contract for-those in the "original 
position," stripped of knowledge of their 
particular place in society. Do these negotia-
tors include future people? It seems absurd to . 
say so. But if different generations are not 
represented in the imagined contracting, 
what is to prevent negotiators of a single 
generation from deciding to use up all 
resources for themselves? (Rawls, pp. 139, 
292). Again, counterintuitive. And finally, 
how can we conceive of entering into 
ethically significant relations with people 
who. don't even exist? These people may not 
even ever come to be, depending on what 
choices we make now (a point. emphatically 
made by Parfit, chap. 16). So as Rawls 
remarked, "the question of justice between 
generations. . . . subjects any ethical theory 
to severe' if not impossible tests" (p. 284). 
Philosophers are still looking for Parfit's 
missing "Theory X": a philosophically defen-
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sible justification for taking the long_ future 
into account. 

The question of the long future has arisen 
also for advocates, because we, more than 
any other generation, .have the -capacity to 
affect it. Undoubtedly everything that any-
one has done has changed the environmen-
tal, cultural and social future. But the changes 
we are making now would seem to be more 
manifest, more predictable, and simply big-
ger than those made by former ages. In part 
this is because there are so many of us; 
practices like slash and bum agriculture that 
were consonant with preserving forests when 
pursued on a small scale, pursued on a large 
scale threaten to eliminate the resources they 
depend upon. In part it is because new 
technologies have expanded our power 
intentionally or as a foreseeable "side effect'' 
to alter . significantly and suddenly such 
things as the Earth's atmosphere, the number 
of fish in the sea or {soon) the human 
genome. When continuing these practices or 
using these powers, why should we consider 
our effects on the long future?-this is the 
practical question advocates arguing for 
restraint must ·answer. Our use of these 
powers and practices presumably satisfies us, 
the living; otherwise we wouldn't be adopt-
ing them. It is only when we take the long 
future into account that -we ·can consider 
trends like global warming to be problems at 
all. 
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The liminal space between high theory 
and ground-levei practice is the_ traditional 
province ·of the art of rhetoric, .after all-
indeed, as Robert Craig {1996)- says, of the 
communication arts generally. Rhetoric, per-
manently at the margins of these more 
recognizable enterprises, may seem at once 
impractical ·and unphilosophic. Yet it can 
en.courage advocates to more thorough self-
reflection and point philosophers to some-
thing more in heaven and earth than they 
have, perhaps, yet thought of. My aim, to put 
this another way, is to scout out new territory 
in what Michael Leff has reminded us to cail 
"middle-level theory" {1978, p. 90). These 
are theories of rhetoric, grounded in the 
details of· practice, which don't. attempt to 
account for everything rhetorical-we might 
say theories within rhetoric, not theory of 
what rhetoric is, from the foundation up. I 
would hope this work can make a modest 
addition to the growing literature examining 
particular rhetorical arguments and figures, 
classical and contemporary: Cox (1982) on 
the locus of the irreparable, Black (1992) on 

-idioms of social identity, Booth {1974) on 
irony, Innocenti {1994) on vivid description, 
Walton. {1998) on· ad hominem appeals-to 
name only a representative few. . 
In the following sections, therefore, I 

isolate and analyze three _ways of talking 
about the long future manifest- in civic 
deliberations, I close with some brief re-
marks suggesting what use the philosophers 
and .the advocates might make of the ways 
thus isolated, 

I do not propose to say why we should take 
the long future into account, to answer the 
question as posed either to the philosophers 
or the advocates. I will no not try to argue that 1. CHILDREN 
you should think what you are doing when L. t b ·th th ~--"' th . e .us. egin WI e familiar, or even e 
you. drive to work, nor ~ to justifyany banal. I take the speeches at the 1996 
particular view of OJOif. obligation {if It is an Republican and Democratic National Con-· 
obligation). to future generations. What I ventions as representative of our ordinary 
undeFtake mstead IS to survey the w~ys we public discours.e.l What ifiduces these speak~ 
speak ab9ut the long-future when we m fact · 
deliberate about it: three of the faces the 
future shows us .when we reason together 
about civic issues. · 

' All dates Me 1996. Candidates' family members Me 
distinguished by their initials. Punctuation is corrected 
silently.· 
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ers to take the long future into account? Their 
children: 

When my husband, Bill, and I had Susan Ruby three 
months ago, we began to understand those dreams. 
Y au begin to think less about how the world is ... and 
more about what kind of world you'll leave behind 
{Molinari). 

In the face of a child the parent sees the 
future· present before her; she .can project her 
care for her life and environment forward 
into the life and eJ:!vironment of her child. 
The parent can use "as [a] guiding star" in 
deliberations aimed !'to make America bet-
ter," a conception of "oUr childrens' future" 
{Kasich). 

Parents have of course an obligation to 
care for their offspring. But the appeal to 
children seems to draw not on a sense of duty 
but a feeling of love. Parents see the future as 
promising o'r threatening those they love; 
checking on their children asleep, they find 

_"all [their] hopes and fears for tom~rrow lie 
quietly before [them]" {Bayh; see also H. 
Clinton). In most cases, the speaker's "fear" 
seems to dominate her "hope:'' "ParentS 
looked in· on their sleeping children," for 
example, '-'and, in· the quiet of the night, 
worried that no matter how hard they 
worked, tho~e they most loved might inherit 
a lesser life in a lesser land'' (Dodd). Or 
agitill, parents 

are worried. They worry about their jobs-and 
whether they will still have them tomorrow. They. 
wo11der whether they can provide sec~J!ity for their 
parents as they grow old-and opportunity for their 
children as they grow up. They worry abou\ 
drugs-and violence, and every morning at·: ·the 
kindergarten door, they hesitate-if only for a 
moment-to let go of that small hand clinging so 
lightly to theirs. {Molinari) 
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unlikely to think she needs· to plan; the 
fearful, as Aristotle points out, is driven to 
deliberate (Rhetoric, 2.5.14, 1383a). 

An orientation to their children's futUre 
demands the parents act to secure for them a 
good life; specifically, a life as good as or 
better than the parents' {"better life," Bayh; 
"as good a life," Dashle; not a "lesser life" 
Dodd; "more," Kasich; "a better life," 
Molinari). This ideal of living well and then 
living better the speakers call the "American 
dream" (Bayh, Gore, Kasich, McCain, Moli-
nari, Powell) or "promise" {Bayh, McCain). 
The good life is ,in part conceived in material 
terms. The dream here is to "find a job, 
marry your sweetheart, have children, buy a 
home, maybe start a business. And in the 
process, always provide a better life for yo-ur 
children" {Molinari). To accomplish -this 
requires constant improvement in the sur-
roundings for life-a "more prosperous, more 
peaceful, more beautiful America" (Kasich; 
see also Molinari, Powell) .. The good life is 
also conceived in moral terms. The dream 
here is to ·live properly and to pass on what 
the speakers tend to call "values" to the next 
generation: ideals like ne.ver giving up -. 
(Kemp), "passion for hard work" {Molinari), 
patriotism {Molinari), "a clear understanding 
.of the difference between right and wrong" 
(Powell; also R. Dole, T. Gore) and religious 
views {Powell). The dieam thus "is. not just a 
more prosperous America but a better 
Arneric<).," one''that honors-,in all its institu-
tions-the values that mothers and fathers 
want to pass on to her [sic] children" {Kemp). 

Orie of the values te be passed on, it 
should be noted, is the value of caring for 
one's children: a "faith in family" .(Moliriari), 
a "faith and responsibility and love-the 

. This anxiety about the children's future may · 
be .an adaptation ·to the election ~eason! for 
an· out-of-office party must find ·something. 
wrong in the present day. Alternately, it may 
be characteristic of delib~rative discourse 
more generally. The hopeful .person is 

cords that tie- one generation to the next":., 
{Bayh). In this way, a concern for the 
future-as-children can reproduce itself 
tl:rrough the generations, 

Those who look to the future in the faces 
of their. children see their parents when _they 
look to the.. past, In particular, they see their 
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paiep,~ {or parental s~d-ins) dying. This 
commonplace can be extended at length: 
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_My mother was raised in 'the Depression's Dust 
Bo~l:' She knew the meaning of work, and the full 
measure of love. I miss her. Mom died of breast 
cancer when she wasA6. I will never forget the last". 
time we spoke. I sat at hev bedside, held her hand in 
mine. 

calls for building a better. America "not just 
for our generation or our childrens' genera- · 
tion, but for the next century and beyond" 
(Kasich). 

Such a bounded temporal perspective 
shows up also in the issues this view ""of the 
future renders prominent. In a few cases, 
concern for children seems to foster special We talked of the futtire, not the past-of faith and 

responsibility and . lqve-the cordS. that tie one 
generation to the next. We talked of the girl I would 
marry-the girl she would never meet. And we talked 
of the grandchildren she longed for-but would never 
hold. · 
. Nine months ago, wy.wife, Susan, gave birth to 
thos<:,:grandchildreri. Twin boys. Beau and Nick 
When we tiptoe into their room, and look down at 
our sleeping children, all of our hopes and fears for 
tomoii/!JW lie quiet!"ybefore us. 

Touight, I stand ·between my father and )ny sons. 
The dreams our parents had for us are- the. dreams 
Susan and I share for our boyS. The times are vastly 
different now; the challenges we face are new. But the 
values that must guide us are the same. (Bayh; for 
other dying words, see Dashle, Clinton) 

Even where the parents of the present are not 
represented as dying, they arerepresented as 
making sacrifices and in particular as work-
ing. Ordinary hard jobs-carrying mail (Ka-
sich), driving a . truck (Kemp), farming 
(Dashle), cutting hair (Molinari)-"seem best 
to model the effort that is. required from the 
present generation to secure anew the chil-
dren's future. 

,When time is viewed forward and back in 
terms of personal bonds, the death of. these 
people becomes the limit of vision. A focus 
on children promotes "not a vision of a 
distant future, nor of a remote past, but a 
constant accumUJation"~now-"of our best 
inst:i!tets an4 otir noblest aspirations" .(Gore). 
At most, this· view gives a five-generation 
perspective on the present, stretchingback-to 
those grandparents alive at one's birth and 
forward to those grandchildren surviving 
one's death (Dashle; McCain; for one great-· 
grandfather:, see Molinari). Time beyond this 
time manifestly requires the child-oriented 
deliberator to stretch, as when a lone speaker 

attention to policies whose results will only 
be felt in the long term. Thus we must 
sacrifice now to "avoid condemning our 
children and grandchildren with a crushing 
burden of [national] debt" (Powell; see also 

. Clinton, Kasich), or educate children now in · 
order to empower them in the future (Bayh, 
Clinton, Dashle, Dole, Gore, Jackson, Ka-
sich). But primarily attention to children 
draws attention to problems in the immedi-
ate, domestic environment. Indeed, almost 
eve!}' pressing issue facing adults proves to 
be frameable in terms of its effect on 
children's lives: pollution (Clinton), crime 
and drugs {Bayh, Clinton, Dole, Molinari), 
gun control (Brady, Clinton), welfare 
{Clinton, Cuomo, Gore, Jackson, Kasich, 
Molinari), tax cuts (Clinton, .Dole, Kemp, 
Molinari), health insurance (Dashle), woi:k-
illg conditions (Clinton, Gore, Dodd), inter-
est rates (Dodd), media violence (Clinton, 
Gore, T. Gore), smoking (Clinton, Gore, . 

- Dodd), safe food and drugs (Gore). Seeing 
the future in the faces of children does not 
appear to make visible new expanses of civic 
terrain as much as to _further magnif)r the 
already familiar regions. 

The limits of1his perspective in time and 
on issues are matched, finally, by the limits it 
seems to impose on controversy. Doubtles;--
there are disagreements, but child-rearjng. 
practices are private matters, not open for 
public dispute. The -only· criticism in this 
corpus of speeches directed at the other 
side's plans for their children is a complamt 
that the responsibilil:): for children -is becom- .. 

· ing public. It does not, the_ Republicans 
argue, take a-village to raise a clilld;-ittakes a·_ 
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faruily (Dole, Hutchison; see also KaSich 
against "Washington' bureaucrats" involved 
in education). But aside from this one bit of 
debate, parents do not confront each other 
when they consider what is best for their 
children. Concern for children does not 
seem to-promote collective. deliberation. 

2. HEIRs 
The incapacities of the faruily bond as a -

model for civic life worried another orator. 
Lincoln in a speech just before his famous 
debates with Douglas (1958b) considers what 
_"uses". the just-celebrated Fourth of July 
might have. The holiday induces, he thinks, 
attention to how the natio_n has grown since 
its inception. What causes can be assigued to 
its manifest success? "We fiilchrrace of men 
living'' in the Revolutionary era, Lincoln 
explains, "whom we clainl as our fathers and 
grandfathers" responsible for contemporary 
floUrishing; the celebration reminds. us of 

. them, so "we go from these meetings in ' 
better humor with ourselves:....we feel rriore 
attached the one to the . other, and more 
firmly bound .to the country we inhabit." But 
no tic~ how a hint of . doubt has already 
entered into Lincoln's account: for the past 
here is inhabited only by those "whom we 
claim" as our parents. So he continues: '~but 
after we have done all this we have not yet 
reached the whole." In .addition to those 
"descended by blood," there are among }IS 

the immigrants and children of immigrants, 
living· here and "finding tllemselves our 
equals iii all things" (pp. 455-6). How can 
conceiving civic time as a chain of parent/ 
child links ·bind these new citizens to the 
natio~ill past? 

In his early Lyceum Address, ·Lincoln 
(1838) makes evide~t an alternative view of.· 
the bonds that connect citizens through time. 
He begins again by explairting the nation's 
manifest success: 

We, when- mounting the stage of existence, found 
ourselves the legal inheritors of these fundamental 
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blessings. We toiled not in the acquirement or 
· establishment of them-they are a legacy bequeathed 

us, by a once hardy, brave, and patriotic, but now 
lamented and departed race of ancestors. Their's was 
the task (and nobly they performed it) to possess 
themselves, and througli. themselves, us, of this 
goodly land; and to uprear upon its hills and its 
valleys, a political edifice of liberty and equal rights; 
'tis ours ouly, to transmit these, the former, unpro-
faned by the foot of an invader; the later, undecayed 
by the lapse of time, and untom by usurpation-to the 
latest generation that fate shall permit the world. to 
know. This task of gratitude to our fathers, justice to 
ourselves, duty to posterity, and love for our species 
in general, all imperatively require us faithfully to 
perform. (p. 28) 

What extends through time in this view is not 
"blood" but a continuing "legacy": as the 
pr~selit generation are the inheritors of the 
ancestors, the future generations are likewise 
the inheritors of the present. The long future 
is here conceived as heirs. 

Heirs, unlike children, are not present 
before the eyes. Inheritance is not possible 
until· the bequeather is dead, after all: the 
ancestor must always be "now lamented and 
d~parted" (1838, p .. 78) .. Lincoln therefore 
makes the future people manifest by deploy-
ing in this speech and eisewhere a "building'' 
image. In the passage just quoted, Lincoln 
refers to the inherited "edifice," further in the 
speech, to a. "temple" (p. 36), and of course 
most famously· much later to · a "house" 
which is "divided" (1858a). This is no 
Lincolnian idiosyncrasy; according to George 
Forgie's study of the post-Revolutionary 
generation, the "house" image was a com-
monplace way of conceiving the enduring 
constitutional Union of states (.1979, pp. 8; 
15, 98, 271). A building is a·human construct,· 
passed down through generations as the 
physical embodiment of and environment 
for a common life; it is the "objective 
correlative" ofloyalty to a transgenerational 
proj~ct To conceive the national inheritance 
as a building is both to render the common 
life concrete and to insist on the need for 
hum<ril effort to maintain it · 
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Within the -national inheritance ~e ·ce~~ Lincoln puts it, the work of house mainte-
tainly buildings in the literal sense: the i:J.ance is a "duty to posteriljr" (1838, p. 28; 
Capitol, for example, or the W~hington seeforothertontemporaryreferences,Forgie, 
Monument. These physical structures are not 1979, p. 9). In some sense, this duty is 
the center of Lincoln's q.ttention, however; in imposed on heirs merely by their acceptance 
part because they were tiot yet built, in part of the inheritance. But Lincoln al~d encour-
perhaps because they were not salient before ages his auditors to commit themselves more 
easy travel' and Vlsuai media could bring personally by swearing or pledging them-
them close. The legacy of conce~ t~ Lincoln se!ves to preserve the legacy (1838, p. 32). If 
is more abstract, and his conception of it an obligation, even when personally under-
shifts markedly.· In the early" Lyceum· Ad- tak(!n, is a less pressing motive for action 
dress, the inheritance is twofold:·On one than parental love (as Lincoln recognizes, 
hand, _the ancestors have passed down the "few can be induced to labor exclusively for 
conditions of "prosperity"-shared posses- posterity," 1842, p. 85), it at least is capable 

. sian of a vast and fertile territory; a "goodly . of.motiyating a more inclusive group.-This is 
lane!" (1838, p. 28; see further" Forgie, 1979, evident: in. Lincoln's continuing critique of 
pp. 72, 74-5). 0!1 the other hand, the blood-ties in politics: · 
ancestors have constructed and passed down If they _[immigrants and the chiicken of immigrants] 
the-conditions of liberty:-"a system of politi- look back through this history to trace their connec-
cal institutions, conducing" to equality and lion w_ith those days by blood, they find they have 
rights· (p. 28). But even in the Lyceum none, they cannot carry themselves back into that 
Address· ~Lin_ cGln notes that the olitical glorious epoch and make themselv. es feel that they 
. . : .. ·'·'"· P .. are part of us, but.when they .lool, through that old 
mstitutions are a sort of superstructure on a Declaration of Independence they find that those old 
deeper. foundation: the: fow;idation of public· !)len say that "We hold these trutlis to b'e self-eviden~ 
opiJ:!i.on or "the attachment of the People" to that all men are. created equaJ," and then they feel 
the p~lltical forms (p. 31), .In his later tha~thisn:oralsenlimenttaughtU:~atdayevidences 

"tin · thi lin f thinkin I furth therr·relalion to those men, _that It IS the father of all 
wn gs, s ~ o . g eva ~~s er; moral principle in them, and tliat they have a right to 
as he becomes mcreasmgly sensitive to the claim it as thot1gh they were blood of the blood, and 
importance of "a 'central ided" in politics flesh of the flesh of the ·men who wrote that 
(1856, p. 385), or qf "the public mind" and Declaration, {loud and lfmg continued applause) and 
whereit ''rests" (e.g. 1858a, P· 426; 1856b, P· so they are. (1~58b, P· 456) . 

446): It is no longer institutions artd practices More can "claim" a· share of the benefits and 
that are inherited· from .the ancestors, in burdens of the inheritance than can join in 
Lincoln's view;.instead, the ancestral legacy the Jove of those J;elated by "blood." 

- is i set of core beliefs or mo~al principles, as · What duty requires· of the present genera-
embodied most clearly in the Declaration of tion is that it "transmit" the inheritance to the 
Independence-aline of tl:Jinlting that reaches future (1838, P· 28),-"supfiorting ai:Jd main~ 
its· culmination in the "Gettysburg Address," :taining [the] edifice that has been erected by 
with its proclamation that the nation had others" (p. 34). Largely this seems-to be a 
been ."dedicated to [a] principle" since its negative task, a "defence" (p.36): effort now 
inception (1863). · is aimed to insure that the legacy remains 

The "building'' .that -is -handed down ''unprofaned ... undecayed ... untom" (p. 
mediates the relationshij)befiVeen the genera- 28) or (later) undivided ·(1858i, ·426).for the 
tions. Cop.ceiving the long future as our heirs future (see for sinillar contemporary refer-
thus must give rise to actions based more in ences, Forgie, 1979, pp. 67-8). But perhaps 
obligation than unmediated affection; as ·the· view is not as conservative· as 'it ~ay 
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seem. To maintain the "temple ofliberty," its 
old pillars must be entirely replaced (1838, p. 
36); the eclifice can remain the same, even as 
large portions of it ~e constructed anew. 

As. must be apparent from the material 
already quot!=!d; this view of future is highly 
symmetrical with a view of past. Indeed, it 
seems virtually impossible to refer to the 
present's legacy to the future without invok-
ing the ancestors from which the present 
received it. Correlative with the duty to pass 
down the legacy unimpaired to the future is a 
debt of gratitude to the past generations who 
constructed the prosperity, irlstitutions or 
principles now enjoyed: a debt which must 
be continually paid in verbal deference:· 

It should also be clear that ~onsidering the 
future as the present's heirs promotes a 
longer view than that fostered by children. 
As alrea,dy noted, the common inheritance is 
precisely what continues beyond .the pres-
ent's death. Thus Lincoln typically asks his 
audience to consider carefully the. state of 
affairs that will hold after they are entirely 
gone: "after this generation and assemblage 

. shall sink into the grave, and another race 
shall arise" (1858c, p. 514). On the largest 
scale, the inheritance can be conceived as 
continuing indefinitely, down "to the latest 

·generation that fate shall permit the world to 
know" (1838, p. 28). 

The:Jong-·View encouraged by heirship 
enables not attention to specific issues but a 
certain -perspective on issues generally. it 
~ade Li.D.coln at least sensitive to tliose 
long-term, slow-developing tendencies that 
might threaten the legacy. In -his early· 
Lyceum Address, Lincoln (1838) is con-
cerned about mob violence; he admits that 
the "direct consequem;:es'' of lynchings "are, 
comparatively speaking; but a small evil," 
.siilce those. lynched seem generally to -have 
deserved it."·"But the example" ·af such 
behavior is "fearful. . . . The mob of to-
morrow, .may, and probably will, hang or 
bum" the innocent; "and thus it goes on; step 
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by step, till all the walls erected for the 
-defence of the persons and property of 
individuals, are trodden down,_ and disre-
garded" (pp. 30-31). In this case there is a 
tendency toward bringing the rule a flaw into 
disrespect; in later speeches, a tendency to 
make. slavery- a -national and perpetual 
institution (i858a, P' 426). In both, appar-
ently insifini!i~imt changes now:.._for ex-
ample, a few. unnecessary words inserted in a-·· 
public act (1858a, p. 431)-in the slow 
accretion of time, can lead to· disastiou~ . 
effects. Attention to a legacy thus encourages 
careful scrutiny of tli.e shared edifice for the ... · 
smallest signs of decay: what argumentation 
theory has termed the "slippery slope," but 
what might ··be better called, within the 
"building'' image; the "termite problem." 

And finally, .conceiving the future as ·the 
heirs of the present enables controversy, for 
heirs do squabble O'l(er what the legacy is and. 

. who can claim possession of ·it. Lincoln· 
himself, for example, engaged in a long 
exchange with Douglas over what principles 
the ancestors in fact handed down regarding· 
the extension of slavery ·into thc:derritories; 
an exchange culminating in the pamstaking. 
analysis· of the ancestral will of his Cooper 
Union address (1860; see for similar contem-
porary references, Forgie, 1979, pp. 124-5,. 
252-3). 

We have already seen the older Lincoln 
expressing caution about .the limits of faruil-
iallove as an organizing conception for civic 
life, and p~ef~g the bonds of inheritance. 
fu his eat!~' ":!1ceum Address" he hints· at 
yet a third way to envision the futUie, one he 
thinks drove the very founders of the 
irlstitutions he wiShes to transmit.. As founders,. 
they could have no inheritance to conserve, 
They were insteQ.d-driven, he surmised, by a 

· desire for "cel~brity and fame, and distinc-
tion," for their "names ... to be traFsferred 
to counties and cities, and rivers and moun-
tains; and to -be revered and . sung, and 
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toasted through all time" (1838, p. 34). And 
~, Lincoln seems to have been right. 

.3. POSTERITY 

So we. turii "to a ·final view of the long 
future .. When the orators and pamphleteers 
of the American Revolution looked forward 

- they saw the face~ of the futur~ ~g back: 
"You," that is, "the generations of. the future 
... will often.Iook. back to this memorable 
epoch," ·one anonymous eulogist claims 
confidently. "Your eyes will penetrate .... 
You will see .... You will perceive .... " the 
dastardly. attacks on American liberty, the. 
orator continues;· and you will "not be 
mggardly of merited praises" to those who 
fought on her behalf (Eulogium, n.d., pp. 
33-4). The generations to come are here 
imagined as those who will scrutinize and 
judge the actors of the present: future people 
that I will join the Revolutionary generation 
by calling, posterity. . . . 
· Posterity ~d fts attitudes are; like heirs, 

beyond the present's view, but they can be 
made present in writing.JqjlJl Dickinson uses 
this ploy in his Farmer's. -Letters (i768), 
drafting the history of his present readers' not 
yet accomplished failure. Dickinson has his 
future historian relate the colonists' initial 
resistance to taxation-"behavior that on that 
occasion rendered. their name very cel-
ebrated for a short time' -but of their ·evenbi;u 
submission. "And in less than ·one hundred 
years," Dickinson's author concludes, "the 

. peop~e sunk down irito that . tameness and 
mpineness of spirit, by. which they still 
continue to be distingnish~d" (pp. 67-8) ... 

Dickinson evidently presupposes his ·atidi-
ences will care about their reputation among 
posterity. For the Revolutionary generation, 
at least, this. supposition was accurate. The 
Founder{desire for fame, now a psychobi~
graphical commonplace, was favorably 
viewed by the· culture of the time; which 
deemed "the love of fame, the ruling passion 
of the noblest~<I:'" (Hamilton, 1788, 437). 

... , . 
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Indeed; the desire for fame was more than 
just socially acceptable. According to cont~m
porary political theory, this desire acted as 
the origirial "invisible hand" (Hirschman;- · 
1977, pp. 9-11; Lovejoy, 1961, esp. lect. 5 
and 6), diiecting the fame-seeker ·to the 
actions for the common good that would 
earn him his reward-"egotism transmuted 
gloriously into public service," as Ada:ir 
remarked (1974, p. 2). The civilizing fame 
was often viewed as a fame among one~s 
contemporaries, as when john Adams in the 
second draft of his Thoughts on Governm~nt . 
hypothesized that under a republican govern-
ment, "a general Desire of Reputation and 
Importance among their Neighbours ." .. 
takes Place ~in :-the Minds of Mim and. 
naturally caus~; general Virtu~ ~d Ci~ty" 
(1776, p. 83; see further Miroff, 1986 on 
Adru;ns.and fame). But desire for a reputation 
extending temporally down through the 
generations-for .immortal fame or glory-
also ·"took some place" in the minds of these 
men. Such fame was not only more extensive . 
. than the fame of this moment, it w~- also 
granted, as Carl Becker has argued, by a 
better audience (1934, pp. 141-2). Each could 
imagine that posterity, free from the vice and 
short-sightedness of the present day, wbul_d 
by that more cleady recognize his ·true 
worth. · 

What this negatively defined future audic 
ence, this "cool, dispassionate posterity'; 
(Dickinson, 1768, p. 33) wjll look back upon 
favorably are actions characterized . by -a 
similar disinterestedness. The idea is niost 
coinmonly expressed fu the negative: that 
posterity will look poorly upon those who do 
not serve the public futerest. Thus posterity 
will "execrate," for example, "with hottest 
curses, tjle.fufamous memory of those men" 
who acted "unnece~sarily, wantonJ.y; cru-· 
elly" from private and "pestile~tial ambi- · 
tion" (Dickinson, 1768, p. 33). "Posterity," 
again, "must execrate" those ''dead to the 
calls of honor and public virtue" (Austin, 

-~ .. 
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1778, p. 54). So .t;he auditors should "at least 
prevent the curses of posterity from being 
heaped on. your memories," ~y enlisting 
''under the. sacred banner of reason," unity 
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danger, that he may. share their glory" 
(Thatcher, 1776, p. 45). The thought can also 
be expressed poetically: 

Oh! may their fame which blossoms in the tomb, 
and patriotism; and they should "rise supe-- -the fame, that is, of the recent Revolutionary dead-
nor to every· private local attachment,·" so And this dim view of ages yet to·come, 
that "posterity may ·not feelingly reproach- Nerve the.young warrior's arm in Freedom's cause,, 
our inactivity" (Warren, 1772, PP· 24; 26). Andedgetheswordthehonestpatriotdraws; 

· Teach him in Freedom's cause, 'tis truly great, 
Then even the children of the enemy, To bare his bosom to the shafts offate, 
"ashamed to tell from whom they sprang... To brave the horrors of the deathful plain, 
shall join the general voice of gratitude to And freely fall, ifHeav'n shall so.ordain. 
those who broke the fetters which their Then shall his sptrit, free'd from mortal cares, 
fathers'.forged" (Warren 1775, P· 29). Mount to the ~!ties and mingle with the stars; 

Heroes shall kindle at his growing fame, 
A concern for . posterity thus manifests And distant ages venerate his name. (Livingston, 

itself fu specifically civic action; it. also . , 17.78, pp. 336-7) -
manifests itself in making sure the -action is 
recorded. Tom Paine for one volunteered to 
be the spokesperson for the present genera-
tion: "Let it be told to the future world," he 
proclaims, that in the depth of winter, when 
nothing but hope and virtue could survive, 
that the city and the countiy, alarmed at one 
comiilon danger, came forth to meet and to 
repulse it" (Paine; l776b, p. 55). The orator 
commemorating the Boston Massacre simi; 

:c.larly spoke to "i11.(orm posterity" ·(Hancock, 
177 4; · p. 38), and at least some of the 
participants, in the Continental Congress 
inay. have intended the Declaration of 
Independence· itself to . perform a similar 
function (Wills, 1978; p. 57, quoting Richard 
Henry Lee). 

.The generatjqn w!rlch looks to the future 
for fame looks to the past for glorious deeds 

·to inspire and emulate. John Dickinson puts 
the matter most succinctly in a motto: "Et · 
majores vestros·&.posteros. cogitate./Remember 
your ancestors and your posterity" {1768, p. 
~8). Often it is the classical past thar is 
ransacked for exemp/(1;-many of the revolu-
tionary generation wanted to be Cato, cir· 
Cicero, or- inore ominously, Caesar-but 
more recent nqble actions can serve as w~ll. 
Each patriot willc'!nobly envy" (Tudor, 1779, 
p. 61) the d!Oaths at the Boston Massacre and 
Bunker Hill, and ."rush futo the midst of 

However one rates the elegance of this effort, 
it sho;ys some insight futo the endless 
recycling of glory futo glory. The present, 
honoring and beirig inspired by the past, 
leaves its· story behind to be honored by and 
inspire the future. 

The verse also points to the· temporal 
extent of the view provided by posterity: 
boundless .. The poet's "cll~tant ages" is 
matched· by Paine's "to the end of time" 
(1776a, p. 17), or by the indefinite "genera-
tions" which will ·rise up and call the present 
blessed, of the oft-quoted Magnificat (Luke 
1:48; e.g. Austin, 1778, p. 56; Thatcher, 
1776, p. 43). Undying fame immortalizes its 
recipient; " 'posterity is for the Philosopher 
what- the qther world is for the religious' " 
(Becker, 1934, p. 150, quoting Diderot). 

. Having the illimitabie future depend so on 
the present's action renders the present 
immeasurably ,portentous. In Paine's re-
nowned words, · the present becomes the 

· fulcrum from which all future ages can be 
moved-the kairos. 

'Tis not .the concern Of a day, a year, or an age; 
posterity are virtually involved in the contest, and will 
be more or less affected even to the end of time, by 
·the proceedings now. Now is the seed-time of 
continental union, faith and honor. The least fracture 
now will be like a. name engraved with tlje point of a 
pin on the tender rind of a young oak; the wound 
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would enlarge .with the tree, and posterity read ~t in 
full grown characters. (1776a, p. 17). 

If the colonists do not seize the moment and 
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these things, as long as that destruction is 
~qually.~pec~cnlar. -

-··_plan for the long term, they will be ''remem- 4. REsULTS .ANil PROSPECTS 

bered by_ future generations with'._detesta- As_ children, heirs, and the audience of 
tion," Paine thinkS (p. 17).· This sense of posterity: these then are three ways of 
urgency does not direct attention to any viewing the long future prominent i:iJ. delibeni-

. specific issue-Paine himself considers legisla- .tive oratory. And. for each, I've tried to 
tive arrangements; . the public debt, ship dissect out some . of its internal anatomy, 
building. Instead, it thrusts into relief the specifying the ruling metaphor or image that 
creative possibilities withln present day. dominates it (a child asleep, an edifice, a 
Now is the time fo~ forging a new unity or fu.:ture history); .the basic motivation that 
forming a new: 'government, "fix[mg] a- .• C!rives it (anxious-love' of children, obligation 
memorable era for posterit}r to glory in"' (p. to inheritance, lust for immortal fame); the 
31). For most glorious of all, according to ,. sorts of actions it motivates·(work for a better 
contemporary theory, are the founders of life, conservation of the national legacy, 

. states: those who could constitute something memorable efforts at constituting civic-life); 
new (Adair,-1974, pp. 14-5). the correlative view of the past (as parents; 

All.this is to stress the·auspicious side of anc~stors, heroic exempla); its temporal ex-
the desire of glory, the way it promotes tent (bounded or boundless); the issues-it 
s~lfless and radical actions; -Lincoln, speaking renders prominent (currently pressing, ten-
a generation later frcini. a need to conserve deni:ies to decay, kairoticpossibilities); and 

. unities and forms ·-of government already whether and how it enables controversy. 
created, sees its darker aspects. Controversy . Having claimed some·success, let me also -
among those who care about 'posterity note the limitations of these results. The 

~becomes not dispute over what to do, .but a clusters of concern separated neatly here are 
competition before the audience of future often not so neat in practice. Consider·some 
generations ~th immortal fame as the prize _ of the early· Bos~on Massacre orations, for 
only one can win. "Towering genius disda:ifJ.s example: 
a beaten path," L4lcoln argues. You are to-decide the important question on which 

It see .. s' ~w.. ·_.ltii~nction in adding s.tol)' to story, upon the 
monuirie~(ame, erected to the memory of others. 
It denies .that 1t is-.glory enough to serve under ;my 
chief. It scorns to }.rejld in the footsteps of any 
predecessor, however illustrious. 'It thirsts and burns 
for distinction; and, if possible, it will have it, whether · 
at the expense .of emilncipating slaves or enslaving 

--freemen. (1838, p. 34). 

will rest the happiness and liberty of millions yet unbom 
Act worthily of yourselves. (Warren, 1775, p. 29) 
We should be inexcusable to God, to our posterity, to 
the whole world,·if we· hesitated a single moment, in 
asserting i:Jirr rights .... With ·qetermined bravery, let 
us resl~t the attacks of [Freedom's] impudent ravish-
ersLby-resolution aria firmness we may defend her 
from their power, and transmit her blessings to 
millions upon millions of our posterity:· (Thatcher, 

-·-< 1776,p.46) . . ' 
So the view of the long future. that can "spur Ye,. to· whom the sacred,- the important system of 
in:dividuals to spend themselves to provide · government is committed-ye men of sense and 
f~r the common-defense or to promote the virtoe-ye patriots, who feel an affection for your 

· · ' . country and posterity, let me conjure you to seize. the 
. general welfare, _and even on occasiOn to present opportonlty. (Austin, '1778, p. 56) 
establish justice in a world where justice is · -
extrerri~-· rare" (Adair, 197 4, p. 12)-this The vocabulary of "posterity'' is being mixed 
~arne view can encourage also destruction of in these passages with the idea. of inheritance 
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("committed," "transmit") and .the "affec-
tion;, for -children. So the use of specific 
words does not alone indicate the view of the 
long future being adopted, nor, perhaps, the 
thought expressed in any single sentence. 
Rat4er, the three views represent opportuni-
ties and constraints that ·may structure 
eXtended discourse directed toward the 
future. And even then, perhaps, only when 
thoughtfully developed by the more skilled 
of orators, although we can hope one does 
not need to be a Lincoln to take a long view. 

Nor can I Claim to have. completed an 
exhaustive survey of the way~ of conceiving 
time to come manifest in deliberative prac-
tice .. There are other possibilities: Marx, to 
mention one, saw the long future in t]J.e faces 
of the px:oletariat-those .living now the 
soCialiZed life of the utopia to be, though in a 
distorted and oppressed way. And in addi-
tion to ·tollecting yet further views, it may be 
p~ssible to investigate the patterns in which 
they are deployed. For example, are the 

. three. qr more ways of conceiving the long 
· futUre all equally used at all times? Do-
speakers of one or another political bent, or 
on one or another issue, tend to favor a 

·particular view? 
Instead of further survey work, however, I 

want to close this essay by noting progress on 
the problems facing the philosophers and the 
advocates with ·which I began. The discus-
sion of the last pages should suggest that the 
advocates have thus far been more successful 
than the philosophers in coming to grips with 
the long future. This seems in part due to a 
key difference between the practical and the 
philosophical approaches to the problem. 

Many_ of the- philosophers who have 
grappled with the future se~m to be-looking 
for a ·way of reasoning about it that will 
produce the right results in ·all cases; they 
take what could be called a formal approach . 
Ut:ilfi.arian calculation or Rawlsian impartial 
contract-formation are re~onfu'g techniques 
applicable in any situatioi:t, by anyone. Use 
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of these teclufiques will always produce the 
same, right ansWer. -

This is, of course, not the only philosophic 
approach to ethical problems. On a general 
level, ethical formallsrri has come under 
attack from -those like Bernard Williams 
{1984) and Michael Sandel (1982) who insist 
on a more Situated account of ethical reason-
ing. In this, view, conclusions -~t;0~thicall?' 
defensible not in spite of but because.of therr 
being .reasoned out by particular people 
thrown mto particular situations. As Sandel 
comg::~ented, 

We cannot regard ourselves as independent [from 
our aims and attachments] without great cost 'to those 
loyalties .. and convictions whose moral force consists 
partly in .. the fact that living by them is insepar~ble 
from understanding ourselves as the particular 
people we are-as members of this family or 
community or nation or people, as bearers of this 
history, 115 sons and daughters of that .revolution, as 
citizens of this republic .... To imagine a person 
incapable of constitutive attachments such as these is 
not to con.ceive an ideally free and rational agent, but 
to imagine a person wholly without character, 
without moral depth. For to have character is to know 
I mOve in a ftistory I neither suminon nor command, 
which carries consequences none the less for my 
choices and conducl It draws me closer to some and 
inore distant from others; it mak'es some aims more 
approP..ri":te, others less. so. As a self-interpre_tin~ 
being, I am able to reflect on my history and in thts 
sense to ·distance myself from it,.but the c;listance is 
always precarious and provisional, the point of 
reflection never finally secured outside the history 
itself. A person with character thus knows- that he is 
implicated in various ways even as he reflects, and 
feels the moral weight of what he knows. (p. 179) 

Such a situated app~oach to the long future is 
borne out by the actual practices of deliberat-
ing laid.out in the previous sections. None of 
the .means of persuasion surveyed there are 
purely formal: they are the faces of the future, 
the future embodied in persons related in a 
specific way to me. None of these means of 
persuasion, therefore, are univer-sally avail-
able. _They are appeals, able to be deployed 
only amcing "me's" who care about their · 
-children,_ about their insti_tutional inheri-

· ... ·- .. -·-
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tance, or abou~ their immortal fame. The last 
of these I- think_ most would admit is not a 
widely distributed attachment. But even the 
first, which we often take as "natnral" or 
universal, the work of Philippe Aries (1962} 
has shown to be subject to variations; even 
childhood has a history. 

Among philqsopliic writers on the long 
future, the one who has captured most 
itccurately the contours manifest in ordinary 
deliberativl~i:actice is john Passmore. In his 
early and influential work on environmental 
ethics, Man's Responsibt'lity for Nature (1974}, 
Passmore considers· and rejects what I have 
called formal approaches to ·resolving the 
question of why we should conserve re-
sources f()r future generations. Still, "men 
quite often do. make heroic sacrifices," he 
continues; 

they make them out oflove. It is as lovers that they 
make sacrifices for the future more extensive than 
any a Benthantite calculus would admit to be rational. 
When men act for the sake of a future they will not-
liye to see, it is for the most part out of a love. {p. 88) 
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calculation or a sense of justice. There is, then, no 
novelty in a concern for posterity, when posterity is_ 
thougl:tt of not abstractly-as 'the future of mankkci;-
but as a world inhabited by individuals we love or feel 
a special interest in, a world containing iflstitutions, 
social movements, forms of life to which we are 
devoted-or, even, a world made up of persons some 
of whom might admire us. {p. 89) 

A rhetorical inquiry can note the presence 
of these loves or constitutive attachments and 
trace the contours of their deployment by 
advocates. It cannot say whether these loves 
or attachments are fully justified. It remains 
for the philosophers, then, to relate the views 
of the long future. surveyed here more 
precisely and systematically to our co~cerns 
generally, to sort out their conflicts and to -
consider the more. than practicallirilltations 
on their use. Each-of the three faces of the 
future would seem relevant to at least some. 
con:ter of the broad fields of contemporary 
ethics. Considering the long future in the 
faces of our children might, as Nancy Jecker 
has argued (1992, p. 507}, receive reflective 
scrutiny within the increasingly prominent, 

Passmore also begins to separate the three often feminist-inspired, ethics of care, which 
distinct "loves" ~at· this essay has found stresses the relative irnportance of interper-
apparent in ordinary deliberations. The love · · sonal bonds in:our mo(allives. Conside~g 
of children is, not surprisingly the most the long future in the faces of Oi!r heirs might 
p~ominent in his work; in "our world . . . be worthy of attention within the groWing 
obsessed by the physi~al; moral and sexual · philosophic literature on loyalty and conflicts 
probiems of childhood" (Aries, 1962, p. 411} of-loyalty-for; after all, we owe something to 
tms concern is probably unavoidable. (In- those now alive as well as to the future (e.g., 
deed, Rawls himself.,-arch-formalist though Shklar, · .1984, pp. 138-91; Fletcher, 1993}. 
he is-sneaks in this love to solve the problem And considering the long future in the fa~es 
of intergenerational obligations; 1971, p. of our posterity might be of interest to those 
292.} But Passmore goes on to consider "our philosophers who examine how our sense of· 
more impersonal loves: .our love for places, who we are-of our.· identity-is. in .. part 
"institutions; and.foirns of activity," and even constituted by what ·we are recognfzed as 
"a concern for posterity [as] a fonn of being by those observing us (e.g. Taylor, 
self-love, the .desire to win 'immortality' " (p. 1992; Williams, 1993, esp. chap. 4; and with 
88}. Each of these reasons for considering the specific applicatibn to the ·question of the 
long future is fragile; "not every parent loves future, O'Neill, 1993}. 
his children," Passmore -recognizes. Turning finally to the advocates' side of 

But such links are sufficiently common and persistent 
to lend continuity to a civilization. They serve to 

. ~xplain sacrifices. beyond the call of a Benthantite 

the question of the long future, we can see 
that calls to take children into account are 
probably the most cotrlmon of the . three 
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appeals in our public deliberations. In part 
this is a healthY" trend, since care for children 
is the most widely distributed of the rhetori-
cal resources surveyed here; this appeal is 
the most democratic. It is sometimes hard to 
discern, however, what-new perspective the 
invocation of children adds to an issue, 

, . especially when there is no proposal in-
volved that extends beyond the present 
problem. Instead, there is a sense that adults 
are jaded or unarousable on many issues 
thought to be immediately pressing, and it is 
only by calling upon the children that they 
can be taken out of themselves. Appeals to 
children woUld thus be a commonplace 
hyperbole. I wonder though whether a:n 

. equally blase feeling may eventually over-
come us, through habitUation to the appeal. 
Any appeal to the long future calls for a 
heroism that breaks us out of our immediate 
horizon of interests, cares and obligations; 
·but heroism is itself an exhaustible resource, 

. · one to be expended wisely. Worries about 
cliildren seem also to have become a 
surrogate for the moral arguments_which·are 
increasingly i-uled out (and perhaps rightly} 
.from our public talk. When we can no longer 
protest, for example, that pornography is an 
evil, we can still speak of our concern about 
its effects on children, or on parents' ability to. 
raise their children. Agam, there is a danger 
here of overuse. In the hands of a more 
reflective advocate, the call to take children 
into accqunt might induce us to consider 
more carefully wl)~t_ conditions now will 
indeed promote their future :wellbeing. 

Some advos;:ates .are also exploring the . 
. rhetorical resources of the language of 
inheritance. My sense is that this is most 
co~on in environmental discourse, where 
conservationists approach issues by stressing 
the need to take care of our natnral patri-
mony. The works of Tarla Rai Peterson 
(1995, 1~91) have established that there are 
strands of such a "stewardship" or "care-
taker" perspeciive·tarigled.within the concep-
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tual frames even of those farmers and 
ranchers who are often forced into an 
adver~ary position on enVironmental issues. 
Peterson proposes-rightly, the present study 

:suggests-that a more nuanced and complex 
appeal to these commitments would foster 
more constructive civic dialogue and action 
on these difficult questions. 

The great unexplm;ed_ territory in our 
ordinary practice is of course glory among 
posterity. Of the three ways of deliberating 
surveyed here, it is the least well spoken at 
present; the concern· for their enduring 
reputations our politicians occasionally show, 
for example, seems to many odd or silly. Can 
this rhetorical resource be marshalled anew 
hi those advocating that we extend our 
temporal view? Stewart Brand (1999) and the 
other proponents of the "Clock of the Long 
Now" think so. If their project develops, they 
will invite us to deposit otii messages in their 
ten thousand year library, for future delivery 
according to our instructions. This will invite 
us also to consider what our future audience 
will think of us; whether, for example, we 
Will itand before them a.S self-indulgent and 
thoughtless: the generation that used up the 
world. ·· 
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